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ABSTRACT

- ,In,this paper we examine the different kinds of knowledge-and.
strategies necessary for "understanding" in three radically different
domains namely stpries, solutions to mathematical problems; and '
electronic circuits. From analyzing tile understanding process in
these different domains, *some surprising similarities have emexged
concernIng the role of planning knowledge and the-strategies..governing
the application of that knowledge for unthesiiing a deep stru ture
analysis_of a story, a-'math solution, or a circuit. Insights ga ned
from these similarities are applied` td the 'problem of tea ing
'learning 'strategies to' students and of. developing an expanded
ftheoretica4 basis for further research in learning strategies.
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Iptgligence apd Leapndng Strategies
,

John Seely Brown, Allan _CoZlinS, Gregory Harri's

I3fTRODUCTION

The field of Artificial intelligence grew out of the attempt in
,

the late 1950's to build computer programs t hat could carry out tasks'

. requiring humAn intelligence. The goal we's to build machines that

eoud understand language, recognize 'objects in 'scenes, 'act as

Intelligent robots, so lve Oroblems, play games sdch as chess, teach

students about different subject's, etc. These problems have not been

ompletdly solved, but there has been a steady.accumulationof tobls

nd techniques in artjficial intelligence, such that the programs

designed to carry out these tasks have become more and more

:sophisticated 3obrow and-Coldins, 1975; Schenk- and Abelson, 1977;4
1

Witilton, 1977):

In order to build these programs, artifiCial'intelligence haw
4..

. ,

_developed a variety of formalises ehat'in turn provide a new basis for"
4

.

. analyzing cognitive processes. These formalisms are used. to express

structural and procedural wichanisms and 'theories' about human
- .

, problem-Tving, planning, representing knowledge, land understanding

text -,--,by .computers. Our belief 4s that the cognitive and artificial.
_

.

,intelligence theories expressible ta these formalisms cat; begin to

provide a domain-independent, theoretical foundation for research in

le,arning strategies.

With the development of these formalisms,°there has been renewed

interest in what it means exactly to understand a piece of-text, .a.

set-of instructions, a'problem solution, a complex .system, etc. Mi.'s-

.has rep'eatedl'y_ led' to the realization that "understanding" requires

.different kinds" of knowledge pot explicitly referred to in 'the text or

problem-solution, as well as strategies for governing how this

1pplIcit knowledge should, be used in sy thesizfng a structural model

of the meaning of the.text or problem solu ion. This'model, which we

call a deep structure trace, is a complex hypothesis about'the plans

and goals of the characters in the text or the ptrson who solved the

problem.

4
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. . .......

The- intent of this paper isztovexplor-e the role, of the different- .
.r: . . ,

....

Icing of knowledge needed in the undersCanding process and to. examine-
.

--.

those insights we have gained about learning strategies through the
.

u recogni.tion of tfie tremendous amount of tacit knowledge that must be
. -

exploited -by.'students as they *try to understand something. This is
. . .

. especially relevant fqr learning strategies because in analyzing A.
.

ms.- .
.

, .

.comprehension
,-

tasks is a variety of divergent knowledgedomains, we
.

have begun to see -some surprising similarities in the kinds of
. -

strategies and knowledge'''used ie the different domains. This-
.

*4 i I.
suggests that *there may be general learning. strategies that will

__.
enhance a student's comprehension 'abilities over -" a'wide'..range of

content areas. Itigney -0.976) has claimed that "The .approach to-
teachjalg. stlidents cognitive strategies has been through content-based,

*

insnuction and' mayba that fs wrong and should be reversed; ..i.e.,

_ content _independmnt instruction." Rarely ,haa anyone tried to make

explicit or formalize the different kinds of strategies and knowledge

needed for "understanding" something in eves' one content area--let
4 .

alone in different ones. Perhaps- that is why we have not seen

powerful generality along .the learning strategies dimension from.

'corrtent-based instruction.

One goal of a, learning strategies curriculum* might, justifiably be

to , first teach the student all of_the atistract,tacitiknowledge and
.

Orategits that underlie problem sol4ing and '"und,erstanding" for a

jArticular content_rea, and then later to show him the generality of

these strategies across conteilt areas.' Alternatively, a curriculuM

'might' teach the knowledge and strategies
,

in a content - independent

form,-and then sh ow how they apply to different content areas. Either

app roach. would help the student to more 'readily . acquire an

undersianding of that particular domain of knowledge. By transferring

-these skills, It would'also have a significant.effeet 'in his ability

to-acquire other quite separate domains of knowledge.

It' has been sometimes suspected. that presenting a -topic -to-crun,..;
. .

students id the clearest way an tie counterproductive In the-long
...

.-.

,' since they do witrhave taistruggle with understanding t.,4p concept, and
..... .

walk away expecting that real situations-wiliAl4ys.be crisp, 4.--

a r
Clear, and easy grasp. At first glance, this would seem , to argue

A g

against .articul. ting the tacit knowledge involved in understanding a

72 sria
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concept performing a task, since it might make "understanding" too

easy aril: compartmental. However, it is precisely %this lack of

attention to tacit' knowledge that often. causes "optimal"
.

-

presentations of concept to ,have this effect. If a ooncept is

explained,: without explicit- reference to the 'cmpleX . processes

necessary for- understanding it, then the student will not be able to

reconstruct Mae process himself. Howevei-- i'f a concept s presented

by showing how to 'successively' refine one's understan ing oethe

concept (dr, More metaphorically,how to experiment with the concept
x.

in orde'r to "debug" one's cArn understanding of such a

presentation will not be
-
counterproductive.

_Before 'proceeding, let us' restate our premises from a s4.igitly

different point of view. We believe that (1) by explicating the

underlying domain - independent, cognitive probeSses, strategies, and

knowledge that a student must'useto "understandli a new situation,
.

text, set of instructions, solutioh's to a problem, etc. and (2) by

finding Ways to teach him a, general AIV'mreness of these 'processes along
r .

with some learning strategies based on those'prtreesses, we can provide
, .

.
.

him with a foundation, for acquiring new poq;edge in tpe future and

perhaps., more importantly, d mitlift his fear of being confronted with

. new conceptual material th t he, cannot instantly understand. 'How

detailed these Learning strategies must be ir order to be effective

is, of course, an open ques \ion. But simply making the student aware

of the existence of some, very simple strategies that are in coodert.

with * the , cognitiye processes involved in his' synthe sizing an

"understanding" can be surprieingly useful. For example, the ,act of

"understanding," in itself, can become less mysteriou's with the

realization that comprehension is an aotive .proceds' requiring the

farms iop and revision of hypothises. about the metning of a given
4

.event or aituetion.

In this regard, we are .,reminded of an apocryphaq -story .of a. 0
1". 4

teacher who gave a young student a proble'l`Nto work out. After several

-minutes of attempting (and'failingl to solve it, the student asked for

help and was told to*return to his chair and to THINIcabout it some

['fore. At this point the student broke into tears, .exclaiming that

everybody tells him to "think", but he doesn't have the slightest idea:

of 4-chat that- - means! Naturally, he felt` terribly frubtrated.

-3-
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"Thinking" was something that he couldnot see, feel, or touch. It
,

seemed to. him that everyone assumed he' knew 'the secret to; his magical.

process. ,'When' he was told to think about something, all he could do .

was stars) blindly at the _.problem arid panic. He-,kept wondering why no
.

one would teal' him the secret: ,Today, schOols are flooded with
.

experimental ,programs to teach studets to- -rthink". (a la

problemsolving) but where are these students bedng taught-how tifi

uniersjap1 something new on' their own, let alone what it means to

"understand " ?"

In the next three sections. ye will. analyze the knowledge and

strategie& underlying three radically different domains under.standidg

stories, problem solving 4n mathematics, end understanding electronic
,

circuits. We will proce d by descriting the cognitive Proeessing.of,a

person perftrming th se ' three tasks in .terms of -artificial

int.elligence concepts.- This analysils is not, meant to'. be definitive.,
.

Rather it is sugge tive of a kind of analysis and concern that bight.,

be benefiakal to, learning strategists. We will conclude the paper

with a discussion of the cent'ral ideas that hive emerged from studying

the invariances over these disparate domains. We willialso specify

the implications this analysis has 'for a learning strategies

curriculum, and suggest some techniques -that, might be useful in

teaching these strategies.

I
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UNDERSTANDING A STORY
.

, , ,' .

t We will begfn with story. 'under.standing, since this,is,the domain
,..

that,has Pitanalyzed most thoroughly and-because. it is easier to

ander;stand the artificial intelligence -terminology in a familiar
4 -

context. At' the same time, we think the reader may find it surprislng.
.

vhcoa much problem:Isolving- knowledge is iniolved'in.the c prehension o1

a story. We have chosen an Aesop fable called 'that

requires a fair amount off problem solving to interpret,both the

characters% actions and the author's intentions.

Stone Soup

A poor man came to a large house during a storm to 'beg for

food.1- He was, sent away with angry wordS, but he went.hack and

asked) "May I at least dry my clothes hp the fire, as I am wel

from the rain?" .The maid thought this, would not cost anything,

so she let him come dm.

Inside he told the cook that if she would give him --a pan,

and let him' fill 'it with water, he would make some stonesoup.
. .

Since this was a new dish to the cook, she agreed to let him

make it.' The man then got a stone from the road and put it in,

the pan. The cook gave him some salt, peas, mint, and all the

scraps -of meat that she could spare to'throw in. Thus the poor'

man made a.delickods stone soup And the cook said, '"Welr done!

You have made a silk Purse from a sow's ear."

ifurface Structure and Deep Structure Traces

The story recounts a set of events that occurred as the poor man

.solved the, problem of obtaining food. ,'This set of events is the
,

surtce structure trace. of thp. story. They are the result of the

manJ s Problem-solving activity,.

TO, understand this story in, any deep ,sense, the reader must

ponstruet an 'interpretation of these, events-of the. following type
,

------TTCREVTETUOTITY11, Tn press :

The poor man is. prevented from obtaiqing his initial-'goal.

2. He uses a clever means to get part way to the initial goal.

3. He then uses an even cleverer'Fa'ans to reach the initial .goal

4 !!
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'This "understandi -ng of the story. is not a, 'simple trap ',of_ how the.

e:iients; in the_story -are linked up, but rather a." deep spileur,e,traeel

that` is, it is not at all Obv,lous from the-'surface form of te--st'ory:.
.

, .

'.
.

The/ reader gust reconstruct frbm the surface events 116W the. poor, mlan
. : . 7

.
,, --,

=2-solved the problems he faced. in the stvy.
,s

--

,
, :

The reader must utilize many, different types of knowledge` An
-*,

orger ,to construct such an interpretation of Stoke ,Soup. We W'ill try,,-,
. ,

. i

6-illustrate them and' their ws.will briefly .try to recount how, a

`skilled "reader uses these different kinds of knowledge ioundersand,
..

. .

the story, on several different levels., ...e 1
ft ,

Da is World Knottledge and-Schem Theory
t

.

A large amOunt of basic. knowledge at5'Otit the world is' necessary
. ..

.to understand Stone Sbup: (1) that servants work in large houses of
. ,

wealthy people, are paid with room and board and `small- dmounts of

money, and want to please -their employers; (2) th4t maids clean and

take care of the residence and play the role of butrer if there.- is

_none; , (3) that to Make SOUD a cook slowly heats a base of some meat,

bones; or vegetables plus other ingredients in water over a low . fire;
.,-

'(4),, that fables are -spt,rt stories with a moral; pesigned to explain-.

people's motivations or'-actions; and (5) that a moral is _the summary'.
,

. of-astory structure, usually in terms- of what a person should do in /a

given situation, and usuallrffri the form of a prl'yerb or maxim. These
,

r{

.

are English descriptions of a .small, part of.the tiasi.c knowledge

readers have about these concepts:

Sshema theory '(Bartlett, 1932; Minsky, 3975; Rumelhart and

Ortony, 1977; Winograd, 1975) provides a very general formalk-sm for

representing different types of kriledge, gincluding Oe basic

knowledge described, -aboveand the'planning knowledge described below.

One of the fuRdamental nqtions associated with schemas."4is that they
.)-

have various plo(ts for "variables (Minsky, 105)
.

tifait can be filled

wish differentvalues. For. example, the -slot of 0'4 pester, can 'be

potentially filled by any adult and'the pl'aci.where the cook' heats
.

. .

meals can be filled by a stove,, oye4; fir.eplece; etc. Associated' with

each slot are defauleivakuQ.pl ,Mich will be, assumed if .no value is
, .: ? J -----

,

smeifted, For. example, the-default value for a master is the owner
. . -. / .

,..
,

l.' - '' i
e_
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of the hoWsd4 and "the -default cocking. place is a dtove.- Thua

. associaiAd.Withady slot is inforeation iWoUt the,range of values that
. , , - I.

,4 if pan) fill .that slot' .plus the- mlAt likely 'Values to fill 4 for.
c

''T.. OarticularAiredielable contexts.
: ;:."+\ 4,4 -- . ,

$ .

,v.

0aapzEpds 'Analysis. ,
-e - i *

.
I

m di -Means-ands analysis' is a.procedural for alism eveloped by Newell
--- 0 N

and Simon. (103) ip the - General Problem Solyer (GPS) that was designed
, 1

to simulate hUman problem-solving. Means- ellds analysis ,operates' ap
%

f011Ow: If there . is a methOeto reach a goal directly, then that

Method is applied. If-there is none,, then a subgoad is generated that

- reduces thedifference between the present state and the -.goal. If

thelre is a method to reach the subgoal directly, %them this method is

applied; otherWise a ,shb-dubgoal, is generated, etc. ,Often a

potentially ussefql method cannot be 7 directly applied bedaude the

pTerequisites for that. method have not been met. Ih this case; A new

subgeals is generatdd that tries to, alter the. given state of affairs so'

'as to ebable the' application of this method.

A '1

In Stone Souo the man' is hungry and 'is trying to . achieve the goal
0 , ..'

of obtaining.
.

food: First he applies the m'thod of begging fOr Nod
- .

but' fails. However he does chieire the prerequisite of attracting

1the attention of someone in t e house. He then oursues.the subgoal of
ry .

getting into thes,kitchen near the ffre,'.which reduces the differende
,

.

between his current state and his goal.- Then he pursues_ the second

subgoal of getting. the cbok to help bill make soup, :-further reldueing.
,

. the difference. As Newell an Simon, argue, people solve problems in-
.

.
.. 1

everyday life and understand theactions of other p4Ople in terms of

'the ddans-endt strateg.i,es described-here..
. , .---- ,-,

Applying means-ends analysit to a, problem-dolving -tftuation

.produces a tree structure of goals and subgoals. The tree structure

forfor tone SoG is illustrated'in Figure 1. The -events in the_ story.,

c'sare the ter; al nodes in the tree structure- -the f;hapg, theasking
, ''

permission, the Oing ind-ide to the frre, etc.' Inv deep structure
. .

. trace is the structure of goals and.subg6als above the terminal nodes.
- _, .

,
,

--Recently b
,

eyeral researchers (Wandler 'and 1977;
, ,

, 4 .

Rumelhart, 1975, 1977) have developd story grammars -to specify' the
_ .

structure of well-formed stories. The'se story grammars are formalisms

A
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4
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fbr specifying the.."PoSpibl,,e tArg4t structpres that a story's deep
l\ es. , . )

structure trace must fit. Ikfact,'-they .define the set of tree.
-(1.

.

.

structures that mean-ends; ''analysis would produce. Thus, they' are
. -

. . .-.

Iii_compact 'eprsentations for the taggeo t structVre; that a 'reader must
,.. . , .

_construct in "order to undenstand,a story. Story gradMars are specific 41/4

I.
fo the domain of stories, but there areisimilar target struptuies that

- guidi.Understanding in other domains'," ,

.r . .

45.Apjlipt Xnowledge
, - .

- . P

A

. The rmoSlem 'solving strate-gies Aged :on -means-el:les analydls
er

provide a domairt-fndependent method fai constructing plans. Atielson; _

o
. and Schenk (Abelson, .1975; Schenk and Abelson, 1977) ha4e developed a

deltAgt theory to account for the way that people construct social

" pland. In particulgr they are..tiying tp Specify in formal terms tge

goals and methods that apply in a .social Conte t. using means-ends*

analysis. .

, A_ deltact does. two things:'it permits the factorization of the

differences between a situation and an, arbitrary social goal into a

few, familiar categories.and it gaildrslibgether all the methods that

z

Might make each diffeMence.Category reducible in an actual *situation.

. A. deltact," is a class of acts that reduce a certain difference to. .,

abhieve a social goal. That class is broken into methods; which' are
. ,

ordered to suggest which to try fir:st: A method of a deltact Is.

something thkt is done.(a segment of a FrinT *plus the preconditions

under %Mitch' it may be expected to reduce the deltact difference as
7,.t

promised. The plan segment may contain anything: it can be as -vague
$

4P,

as a goa l to satisfy or as specific as a'gaal 1,t4daltact * 'Method

alqtady,inantiaied or a specific action to ,taste :1!.3Tugging in" the-
. T

. '''',

ietual-.panXicipants. The claim is that with thisihanning knoledLe.w ,

elahoi4ate plans can 12e,construCted (such as those of the man in Atone
L.4=

,

§ddp).,:,and complicated sequences of =actions can be understood.

Some aspetts of deltatt theory can be illustrated in terms of-
y, ,5 ,-

,Stone Soup. Two deltacts serve high, level goals in the story: (1) the

-A, man'sgpai of obtaining food is accouk shed by a_ '1HAVE(a.change of

t0osseAsion) and (2) the goal of getting i the houde is accomplished

by a L1PROX 1(a change of proximity); Each of. the delta4ts .has a

formal- definition: a L..\HAVE his five variables,"an actor causes An
,
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-
T

(dbieet to changeposseAsion froth the poisessdr,d t

weeps. Ih .Wm)e_Souo the pbor an causes soup to

from th4 cook -to himself by some unspecified la

otdered st of methodd for, obtaining a.L&HAVE. -Me m

he r9c,iver by-some

change possession
r

ens: Thert
-N

is,an

ethodsgere: 'ASK;s

ATEH; OVERPOWER;°

to ObtSin food

,
INFORM REASM BARGAIN fl,BECT; BOGAIN FAVOR; THRE

.SNELL. In'§tbrie Soup-'the .pbor'man first tried an ASK

4-

. .

from the maid, but ends up using a BARGAIN FAVOR with' the cook; buying

Ad a/ special case of BARGAIN OBITECT, where the object bargained is

ity in which.

er changes An

money. The methods are, ordereeaccording to the prior
. -

theft:should be Zsed.in constructing aplan,'but the ord
,

dlifferent contexts.

Each of.theee methods is, defined es an act w* ,
ith various

sbn, 1977).

requisites:''

prerequisites and'results (Charniak; 1975'; Schenk and Abel
I

In Sdhank and Abelson's theory an ASK has the followingpre

(1) the asker 1s near the askee, (2)'th.askee knows/thq in

and (3) the askee wants to transmit theinform tioa A ot` the a
formation,'

ker. The

, result.is that the askee transmits the Irformation to the asker,

in turn - causes the .asker to haVe the 'infOrmatiOn.. When

precondition for applying a method is not satisfied, then a deltact

dition%' can* be' used to propose a.plan far obtaining the required precoa

This is howsubgoals are generated in the theory. *

Essential- to Stone Soup is the notion of a CON: A CON 5a

same structure of prerequideites and results Ss does a method, bu

actual act involved in a CON may be any of the methods that,$chan

Abelson (39-77) describe.' In conning the baid, the man used.ans

whereas in .the case of canning the cook he used a BARGAIN FAVOR. W

the reader knows about a CON is its resultr -X sets nparer his g
4

(G1) and its pperequisites:, (1) X must have a goal Gi, (2)-.Y mu

ehaie.a goal (G2) to prevent X from obtaining G1 and a plan' ivy. G2 tha

X and Y believe 'will work, and (3) X must perform some-act that
4

thinks is directed toward a different goal- (G3) and that' helps

11 obtainG1 Without Y giving up either the goal G2, or the plan 'for it.

'To.identify a-CON in reading a stogy, the reader must -match the.

preconditions of any act in tie sfory againit the prerequisites of a

CON, and find (CT guess) all of the partIcipants by named

Dektacti iklustrate the notiori'of a difference. They facilitate

the reduction of difference's by,suggesting methods for the means-:epda

"'e
4-
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w,
. ' / 6,6. .

i . . .., o k .1 //-
analys4,p that wili.reduce pmecroal4 of the differences that >have'.

,
.

..beennnoticed ina pair of_ !and :desired,situatioMs. , /
. ,

Reaps -,ends Cnalyiis operates toy searching among the known, means
.

br methepii for: those that will attain, the gas
i

'tha-t_j are sough
..! : 42'.

9
expressedT fm terms'21 such differences. ,Thizi analysis depends'on two

.pteces off` Planning knowledge: 'an -index of-the known,methOds in terms
. .

,.. r p
. of descrifitiOns of. the differences they can- be expected to rOuce, 'and

-
.

-,
--.' -4 . -.:

a technique for compUting the- differences from a given situation- plug

goal_k_Ttt-eat, a:15411b4 ind,exed.by.tbai difference can be applied.
nO

Stpategid%Klowl,edite For UtIder-Oapding

Strategic kkurl edge refers to knowledgethatMe reader uses
.0

drive:the process of trying to make, sense out of th4 story. It is the-
.

most elusive kind of knowledge because it isrbc-b at all apparent in

any trace the reader may Ave of his Undersianding,(such as a summary

of he story) .. Perhaps for this reasdtherle are no explicit theories

f. what `comprises thieknbwLedge,

We will list a 'few general principles teat skilled .readets mustlist

uae in underitanding stY-eljes, as a first attempt to' specifying
(/must

4

someOf this knowledge must look ,like:

1. The deep structure trace constructed by the reader should make .a

will-fo'rmed 'story. XThings such as episodes should begin and

nd.), "

The aCep strUct,pre trace should somehow accommodate every event
.

in the..story:'/. *

.

Every slot the schemes used'-o umelerstadd the story, should be

: 'Preferably by values specified in the story, or by

defawIt'valpet that do net contradict anything in the.Story.

4. Author4t4tite stories-for particular purposes and the reader,

should- donstruct in.i:nterpretation of the author's intentions ies

.well as an interpretation of the events in the story.
5

5. The, relider should reread to synthedizee new interpretation of
e41.

the stgry, if any of -the, strategic:conditions (suc as the, four

above) ere not satisfied.

PrAntsiplea such as these must be opftriiing as skilled; :re'der

tries, to- m ake sense, of the story, hAt there may- b: many'more such-
.

prinCiples.

P.

41,
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ConstruOtipg uo apyislpgjivnotheses about Deeo_,Structure Traces

With this gliniOse of the various kias of knowledge needed

understatd a story, we will briefly describe how a"blilled reader

sAthesizeithis knowledge to understand §tone Soup: CompVehension

involves a notion or variable binding, where elements in the story are

toUndr- r o t ilots in different kn8wledge structures. Where a vaiue'is

not ipicified'In the story,, it must be assigned a deflult value. For--
s

. example, when the man begs for food, this is bound-to the method ASK,

which in turn ,is bOUtd to the joal of pursuing g J RAYS to obtain
.

Sood. The reader .makes, the ,default assumptigi that the man's ultldat-e-
a

,goal is eating:to alleviate his hunger, rather than giving the food to

'his dog, fdi. lo,tanoe. The\way objects and events in the' story 4.hvoke
-

,different, pieces of ,knowledge,, to suggest hypotheSes is called
-:.

4ottom-vu orocesSing. Fbr example, the poor man's, begging for, food
a.

suggests he wants to eat.. In contrast, the way that, knowledge schemas

compete to .provide the best hypothetical account for.the input data is

called -top-dowb .processing. For example, the goal of getting inside

-the house competes with that of getting dry as an explanation of why

'the man, asked 'permission to dry himself by the fire. ,_Taken together

thebe-two processes allow the reader' to piece together: the large
,

amount of structure necessary to integrate the struc ra-1 fragments in
', .

L the texi (Adams and. Collins, in' presS; Rumelhart an Ortony, 1977).

The- skilled
.

reader uses. bottom-up ..and top-down process- ing to

formulate hypotheses about the deep structure unirlying the various
4 ,

-.events as he encounters them in the story. As.isuggested earlier, the
. i

reader makes the inference that the map want's' food because be .is
, - 4

hungiy. The -default ....mehod of obtaining fpod-isbuying it-- BARGAIN

(it.1,RCT, but this is,n6t possible since 'the an is pobr. Trie ASK' is

4Pthwarted by tie maid's refusal. There re a :numier of alternative
.

methods* but apparently the man goes of to' beg elsewhere. He 'then
-

. J..

returns to ask if bet.can dry himself b the fire. Apparently he has
.

. ?
changed his tpp-level goal in the means ends analysis.structgre. This

change agrees with the fact that it is/ raining, and drying himself
/

could 'o
,

be a ieasonablb.lower-order goal in-the man's goal structure-,--
C ,

Thu& an intelligent reader at this p6int may be led into constructing

an incorrect hypothesis as to why .the,poor-men asis to nry*nimaairini

the- fire.

1
2 -
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'When the'man suggests making'stone soup,the reader may construct

a second incorrect hypothlOis. T he apparent goal is that he warts At°
.

. . . :,.
teach, the cook a new recipg. There are several clues, hosievegpUat ,

. . - l..^ , 12,3 '4

. allow the reader to formulaie a'different hypotheeii*about thesan's
...

goal: (1) Stones are net in theyaria ble range oT,things fro -which

one normally makes soup; (2) Stones have po.foo'd content; ',: nd. (3) .

Because the man helped mate the soup, the reader-infers that he gets
.

,
A o

o eat it. This ,satisfies the original tot -level .koalthat the reader
. .,

constructed for the man's-coming to the house in the tfirs4. place,
41,, . I.."

However, .tHese three flits should 'lead the reader to Onsttuct anew
.

goal'strucbure.in whidh.pakinethe stone soup is a subgoal4 beneath
.

the higher
.

,
levet goal of eating. In this new structure, making stone '

soup is a BARGAU- FAVOR, for the subgoal L1gAVE to obtain, food. This

nesting of the goa- structure eliminates an unmotivated change.of
4

goals. Until this' rev sion is mad e, the third etrate0c.principle we
r .

named aboveno important slots ).eft unfilledin.viotated because
. ,

there is no purpose for the change of goals.* .

.. . -. .

.(tp-ven this restructuring, the reader 'should also be able to

revise hitis earlier MicorreOt hypothenis as to why tb man wanted to

dry himself by the fire. To do this, the reader mu* noce that the

an needed- LIFROX to get into the kitchen, wher he could bargain

with the cook to obtain food. - Thus asking: to dry hims?lfby. the fire

can be subsequently interpreted as a, CON: it moved the man closer to .

c
the initial goal of eating that the maid bad Prevented; however once

.sbe thought the action was directed toWard the goaLof getting dry, she

allowed him to achieve iris subgoal. By restructUring'tbsse two acts
I,

under the one goal of obtaining food, the reader has produced a -tre4

structure that fits the constraints 5n a well-formed stort.according

to Rumelhart's 0 975) story grammar.

Knowing that this story is a fable,' the skilled' regder- -should

.4nfer that the story has a moral; a prescription...for howitd behave- in

a given situation The reader. can convert the deep structure trace lee
e ;

constructed to a moral something like the*foilowing: If one method

)-fails, you can often reach-your goal by a more circuitous one that is

clever but nCtfimhoral. Tilers are seireral underlying aspects tb this

.moral:: initial failure, persistence or.reeated trying when you fall,

changing methods when you fail, devising.'multi-Aep plans, using



finally succeeding. The avoidance of immorality can oni* be

realized from the reader's knowledge of the alternative methods he

man :didn'l use. This ability to- evaluate another person's lab

a I

clever meant such? as a CON, not using mmoral means 'su'ch as THREATE

OM /POWER, and STEAL (.sRe the section P4nning knowledge above

I

J

derives frow,the reader's own ability to plan.
Yr-

4 '' Furthermore, if-the reader knows_ that the points of fable are 77v
, ..

A__ often proverbs he
.

migfi
.

t be ably select the correct one for Sfobew'-,
, .

,Soup. This is done by matchipg the various. aspeots of the deep- /
*

structure trace of the story against the deep structure trace of any,
* .

.

.candidate maxims. For example, "If at first you don't succeed, trxi".

try ,again" matches the two aspects of failure and repeated try g.

"Wherefthere'sa will there's away" matches four aspects fair-1.y Well:
i

,

perSistence, changing methods, using.a circuitous (multi-step) plan,

and ultimate success. Neither"of these preVerbs matches perfectly or
, ..

.

includes the eleverne4 aspect', but that's why we have fables.
,. 1

1 A

By tracing therocesi 'of unJrstanding through different stages,
1

we have tried to shr4: .(1) The problem \olving procesiing necessary '

I
..,

to forming hypotheses about the underlying strueturiat;:", (2)'The ways

the reader must construct revised hypotheses from the incorrect ones;

and (3) How notions of means-ends analysis, goalsr? and methods for

achieving those goals are integral to the understan-ding" and evaluation
..!--

.,

of social events in the world. In particular; we have hinted. at the

quality between problem-solving and lunideritandinewhere we, in part,

achieve an -understanding of this fable by recapitulating a

hypotheticalfrace of how the beggar was achieving his goals, what his
.

,methods and intentions were at each step; and so on. , t,

We .;as readers, must actively lnfdke.,:o.6? own problem solving

strategies in synthesizing a deep structure Model -or understanding of
.

this story so es to be able to bridge the,gaps between each fine in

the story. Hence, we see that even in ,storAes, the reader

cannot expect. to be given or told everything. In eed, he must

participate, so- to , speak, in -thlevent that he is trying to

understand. This often _happens almost unconsciously since the

planning/ knoWledge and. problem ,solving strategies needed to

partioipate are thoroughly ingrained in ,our heads, However,

uiairstandibg less' common events, (instructions, systems, etc.)



; -,... .._

.
, =

_relluirts_ all *.activ invocation of this knowledge, as we sia2l see in
1

6Onsideeing he itts natural domains of mathemati4s and el
,

otrorrios.._
.

,

-
, ...._

.

4

r
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UNDERSTANDINO -5LPIENTARI MATHElLinc
,$ V

-

In the previous section we *discussed how higher-order knowledge

in thowform of plans, methods, and hypothesis construction' strategies

in the area of social interactions mgst often tie used in order to .
r

understand'eyen simple stories. In this section,.we will eketchl out
1--- .

. ,

_ . .

in---analysis,/or the ,understanding a solution to an exercise in
.

elementary mathematics that directly. corresponds to our precedirng.

analysis of story comprehensipn. The cornespondence.is between the
.

straVegies and irocessss used to conjecture and fill in the

tnmentipnd'plans in a story and
-hose

used to fill' iiz the motivations
i$

. .
. . .

for : the steps in a solution to askOh problem. In both cases, the
.

_limes comprising the surface structure o? the story or solution must
. .. . ,

he augmented .rby, the understander aefore ,a deep structure trace

constituting an understanding can-be_.generated4*
-, .

.

While studying mathemattc, probably everyone ha's experienced at
,

.....7,'

.one 0 time or another the phenomenon of tng almost magT1 nature of**p __

'.* mathematic proofs
.
Or .sol'ution paths--the steps-. leading' to a

solution - -that are,encountered in studying most mathemtics 'textbooks.
.., . , -

Somehow the critical lines of a proof or critical steps inesolttion -

seem to be pulled out of thin air, leaving one in awe about* how these

steps were ever conceived of or selected; :Althouih each step of the

proof, or solution, seems plausibly true_as it is read, the proof as

a whole' is hard to remember; one'could*not summarize it except by
-/reciting it.verbatim from memory- -much like what one doe, fona story, .

which makes no sense, or a magic act' in which til trick remains
.

unknown . ,Worse, the proof as a whole does not seem to bear frore than

a coincidental-resemblance to other proofs that are presented "off the*

same subject." For a student to Oevelop the skills-to understand, as

.

. _

7- ,

'opposed to notely memorizing, a new solution--let alone skillsto

_create his own solutionS--the sense of what makes one proof or

solution "likeil* the others is needed.. In short,. 'the answer is
.

"there " ut.a student who dues not 'know 'whit" to look "for 'eannot,
--s

really see it.

For the rare student who talcseen how it_all.fits together, a

newly "worked solution" seems well--planned, a deliberate seqtence of

steps culminating in the desired t,esult. The steps are, often so

-16-
4%
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directly justified and self-evident that after a while 'the student

begini to ,speak of steps "falling right 'outs' and "moving toward the

solutfon"=-spatial metaphors. These metaphors are the inarticulate

allusions to` habits ortLugt:It inwhlchthe same knowledgeqs used in

solutidn*after solution. _This planning and strategic knOwfedge is

ideniicll in structure and function. to. that used in- .story"

understanding.

To demonstrate=thia thesis' - let us-Start with a concrete example
. .

. drawn from Buddy (1975). consider the task of solving the following
,..

equatipial

log (x+1)+ log (x -1)' = 3

-Ne seek "all ihe expressions' for x that ,make *this equation true.

(Thsie logarithms are ip base 2.) How are we to proceed? Observe,

, that knowing all the basic mathematical ,transformations. (e.g.
.

,-:

commutativity, associativity)' gives us no information as.to what
0 ,

,

.. -.
.

directi9q we should move or what trSniformatioh, we should apply.
. .

Indeed, this basic knowledge tells us nofhing'more than the legal
... .

.

. transformstioni that can' be made on the,expresSioir." We know w.e can
%,.

rew- rite this equation in at leadt,a dozen different ways, but.which c
,

'ones will move' us closer to aphieving the goal. of solving the,

equation? example, we-could use the commutativity transeormation:
9

A+B = B+A

, ghich generates a host of new expressions_suchas:

ldg (`f+x),+ log (x=1) = 3

or log (x +1) + log (-1+x) = 3

.or log (xr4) + log (x+1) = 3

I

Or we coul4 -use a_transrortati,pn applying to logarithms such as:

log A + log a = log (NB) A > 0 > 0

log (=A) + log (-B) = log (A B) k <*0 B < 0//,

which generates-:
e

log (4.1)(x-1) 3 x > 1

and so on.

Before proceeding, weencourageyou, the reader, to generat'e-your*

own solution. As you do so, try to keep track of yhv, you applied a

yarticuaar iransformation,,what kilid of difficulties you experienced,

-17-
22
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and how you -decided when to ati\dAndon an unsuccessful approach tozrard
. -

staving the equation. Now let us' flip the coin from the typical
pro1l soling process I to the almost totally overlooked 4(in:

tmAtheraatics). understanding process. What follows i s one .of the many

1. plossible solution- paths to this problem. Read through this solution "
- and thien step "bacl andhink -about what it means, to understand ore'

..summarize it - that might help someone else 'generate a
solution, to another problem.

. Example 1

pi
1.' log-(X+1), + 1pg (x

..

) = 3
.

.

2. fog `( i+1 ) . ( x-1 ) = 3 x > 1

3.. log (x2-, -1) = 3

23 = 8

5. x2 , = 8+1 = 9

6.. 'x- = Y =,
7. but x > 1, -so -x = /3 ohly

411t

4

As -we- skim over the 'hove solution, each step. by itself seems to
.

.

be almost- obvious, but what, about its °versa structure? Can we..
....- r .

scru tinize it al. easily se_ twe can the Stone Soup fable? s, Can we Pill.
in the, underlying motives or plans th'at ,direefed the unfolding of this
solution? To see that each 'step of this solution- path imitates to .

the initiate a separable, dits,tincti decision and, has Its own motivating
.. .

_piece of an overall plan for the, solution, (that is, to see that there
, .Joust, exist some deiep structure trace for solutions to math problems

and that it plays.. a -determining role in what'' steps were taken),
compare the surface structure trace Liven-in Exampld 1 wirk_that given
in Example 2 for a slightly different problem statement.

Example 2
1, logCXJ." log (x-2) =

2:- logAx4-$1(x-2) = 3 , x > 2

3. ( -t) .(i-2) = 23 = 8

= 8

5. :x2 -2x -8 =.0.

6. (x+2).(x-4) s= 0

_7. =X4.2i= 0 or x-4 = 0

8. ,x=-.4 or x=4

C-

X

-18-
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9. but x > 2, so x=4: only . . .,
.

1

,

#

Although this is the same problem witch (x-1) substituted for the_..,

lx",of Example 1, tbe steps -to solve the equation iie,re4d fersent in_
Ar ..,-.. .

each cafe., Why? -
..

. ,.

1,!---4nning Knoyledge00 Means -Ends Ana40, --
.. ..

.

Alan 'Bundy (1975) has constructed an inAtial.taxonoty and theoryAlai

-.,
of the planning knowledges. involved in solvirt a wide class of

elementary eqUations such as this One. His theory involves two types

of knowledge: first,' there are Mlanning rtes fcSr associating

transformations that are applied with 'situations' that arise in

means-ends analysis; and se&ond, there is st tegio knowledge that

selects the order of the application of the e rules. Integrating

these two types of knowledge resultsin a problem-solving procedure

which Bundy calls the Basic Method; that is, a schema for,an instance

-ieans-endt; analysis strategy for seeking a solution. Below we

give examples of such planningcknowledge, cast as Bundy rules:
. c

jsqlationl Given a single occurrence o'f the unknoyn in the', .

equation, app 4y a set of mathematical transformations that. removes:
'whatever functipns ,surround tlhia occurrence, ,so that it stands in
isolation.'

This covers any set of steps that selects Op outermost function-

dominatdng the occurrence, selects, an axiom which eliminates it by

introducing its inverse on the right -hand she; and 'so on until the

unkpown sits by itself on the left-sand side of bhe equation.

Simmlitication: Place expressions itCcanonical form. 7

1This covers adding and multiplying_by zero, multiplying by gone,

one,logalqthm of one, zero or one as an exponent, evaluation of terms with

no unknowns, cancellation of factors across a quotient sign etc. It
.

. .

is often enabled by the'isolatIOS strategy, c

v ik .

Collection: Given more than one occurrence ,of the unknown,
select a transforntation that reduces the number of_occugrences of the
unknonithereby making the isolation strategy applicable. . ft

- c- ,
.

This cover's such steps as summing terms, adding constant
. u .

.

-:-
exponents.of products of powers of the same expreSsion, etc.

Attraction: Given more than one occurrence of the unknown, apply
-4a transformation. that simply moves two occurrences- of the unknown
closer, to enable some transformation for the Collection stra.tegy.`

- . . .

This covers such steps as finding common denominatdrs- tor-the sum

_,of fractions, non-elementary applications of legal transformaiiond,

des, N. e" . _

29-
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.

5.2.14.111.= Given a complicated expression or -babexpre'sslont, I/-

wilt it into a functional composition of some lest Complicated
expressions, to enable the. composed expressions .to be treated
separately. ( - -

..
.

. .

)
,

4This covers factorization bompleting the square,*cancellation of
.

. 1
:.

.

.terms,.across'an equals sfgn,.etc. ,- .
.

. . -

,
.

_ r
. 0

_ .
riven any additional relationshipt that must'obtain, ,Chebk

WhetherliittYdo. , -

.
- ,

. .

..----

Thit, '. eovers subttitution of, answers 9r expressions into a '

prev pus step, the eItra case analysis for division by zero; indeed it

-- .
include& almost any "deliberately red-undant processing, such as

A:.-

,...:

multiplying- out the square thatihas.beea completed.. .

_ s - .

% ,- /.
-

.. Dagic Hathematioal:Knowled;4/ ,)
.

-.._

The above planning, rules for dathematicaf problem-solving help
.

.

specify Which basic matheMatical knowledgethe.'' kind taught
4.-

-)laboriously in most elementary .mathematics curricula -- should be

applied at each step in solution, This is the kncAledge of what.,

i one may and may not do;-(i.e., performing the same 'operation on both

sides of an equation, multiplying by an expression equal to 1, addixig

an expression- equal to zero, transposing commutative operands,

distributive law for multiplication: adding 'exponents in

multiplication... With the basicmathematical skills.of algebra that

make the dffigrence between a sloppy victim,...1 careless mistakes and a
,-1-,

, 4

loyal upholder of the deductive laws of mathemat4ca. Basic knowledge
,

-.
. . . .

is not sufficient for,flexible, independent mathematicsthe kind of?'
_ -

flexibility and indepeddence derived from the ability, -and confidence

to. plan on one's own. (1.)

=-1-1)910._ Structure Traces
Q

t V
i

The above Sections have discussed qome of the basic mathematical

and planning knowledge needed t9ie together the individual steps of
, /:

4a solution .into a coherent deer structure, reveallng the motivation&,

.:.
and plant that lie beneath the surface of the.solution path. But how '

4
.

--.

(1) In fact, perhaps one of the causes for a math student "bending the
law." when he gets lost is that 1) he is told he has to get - from .11gre
to there but he. doesn't see Now; ii) the paradigmatic math proOf is

knowledge), but, since he didp t follow its thread when it- wasusually given with unjustified l!aps (i.e. referring only to the basic __

presented, he assumes nobody- expects there to be ope;. iii) by not
using planning-knowledge, he views the process of constructing a proof
ason& of jumping forward from the premises and 'backward from the

'concl'usions; and iv). he may as well jump from one such 'sequence of
jumps to another whenever the expressions look sufficiently similar.

.,. . /

t -20-
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.

is one to wathesize, for himself, this structure? Before exploring,
.:'

this issue, let us first show both a top-lei/el summary of planning
, . . .

-

:,

_knowledge- that might
.
have beep used for solving Example" 1, add a sore

detailed exampl4e of the deep structure trace for IxaSple 2. .

, .
. /'` ,

''' For Example 1., we may briefly note tbat steeps 4-6 reflect the .,r'. .

. .-4

--successful application of the planning rule for Isolation. This vas -
-..

.

made possible 6y the prior application of ,the ColleotIon planni,!Ig. -,

rule; which in turn. was enabFed bey the correct appli-cation of the

Attraction rule.

We can see in Example 2 that t =7- are "motivated 'by -.the-

desire to split_ the, quadratic into cases corresponding to. .its.two

roots; that this becomes possible if *we 'could' express it as a

product of expressions of tdi font (ax+bYiet equal to_z-ero las was

done to get 'from steps 6 to 7) -j; and that tbis.would-be,ome pp4sible if
.

we were able to'express our quadratic -es'ax2 = 0 and than*:-'

complete- the square. So the deep -structure trace underlying 4-7 'is
shown in Figure 2: - -

Figure 2 C-

Deep Structure Trace for---11-7 of Example 2.

Solve the quadratic-= equations x2-2x=8 (Jane 4) -by:

SPLIT (4) - into one equation for each root

by: express as f(x).g(x) = 0

by: ATTEACT (4)-- towards desired form abovp

by: SIMPLIFYz(4) - into AX s 4--bx ± c==0

by: SPLIT: 8 0 + 8 ,

f'
and:.ATTBACTJ move thelB over, )" -

9 0

switoking_s4n

yielding (5) : i2 = 0

and: SPLIT,--(5) sintc('- (par+b)- (ix+d ) =

by: factoridg (5)

(6): lx+2).(x-

4' and: use the product -,perorule j

yielding t6(7): (x+2) = 0 or (x-4) =A:4
rt

and solve. the limear.7quations. ,-,. 4) k4' . 4',
t 0 : .. ';/

\..,

But ghat kind of reaspnilp/st?ategies did we use to Synthesize)

this deep'sti*Ucture trace -from steps 4 through 7of the solution?
_ -,-, a - ,

-2.1- x
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-Noted the three patterbs cited in the aboVe deep structuretrace:

.g(X), = ()wax2-4-bx+c and (ax+b).(cx+d).- Each of these patterns is

related,, to a small chunk of basic algebraic knowle4e that specifies

wyatjbasic operations and truths can be linked to this natt'ern., such

'')ai/the product-zero rule: f(x).13(x) =-6 f{x) = 0 -orl'g(x) = 0.

,

plax_a pivotal role in that nic fragments of the,.

deep structure trace to elements in the surface structure

-.hypo -riesas that the unsierstander forms. For Ynstance, when One sees

[by .compating. 'the right-hand side's of(4)Yand (5) ] that One side of

- 017-6 equation is beinic:,made zeroz one might be Ole to apply th

Product-zero -rule which, splits the -equation into two - simpler
41.

equations. Tiles rule requires some instantiation ,of the pattern

f(x).g(x) 0 which is bun when it is searched for further.dpwn the

-line-of ,the proof, identifying (6) as an important cltievtin our

reconstruction of the deep structure trace, since it confirms o,ur

- ,hypothesis that-this particular kind of split was attempted.
.1

, 4
- .

.0ur next hypothesis formation -subtask igo.to determine how (61 is.

different' from (4) and how alld'Whyit got that Vey.. (We .iriden4one -

level in-the deep structure trace--Figure_2--ainee this is a subtask.)
,.-

4) is a Quadratic which means i4 is a close relative of a

three-termed polynomial in x--ax2+bx+c. This rainU,7hypothesis A.s

\ .
easily confirmed (all the terms of.(A) are of the form an. or bx or

8), but it is crucial to making sense of 46) because alTe of the many
.

ways to express a quadratic is the next pivotal

platt'Plin--(0x+b).(cx.4-.0). This.-paeter4 matches (6),, so we now, know that

the j-timp from. (4) to (6) included placing e Quadratic in t'e form

(ax+b).Scx+d). And that is,="another basic knowledge schema., for .it

tells the understander that'one,converts ax2 +bx.-i-o Into (ax+b).(cr+d)

P;411ctoring (provided the root ;.exist).

Now there is a -4eas.os to look for AV +bx +c in'the surface
.:

, - 4 .
.

siructure trace, which we, find at excerpt element C5). Notethat not
.

T.--- every, proposed surface striicture element-muat be visible-in forming-a
, ,..

.

.
. ....

*hypothe.sis; often a little.hasicknowledge is needed ta,see that what

one is looking for is ippliedl5r whaVwas there explicitly. (e.g., a
. =

.

few steps were ,skipped qr the - repreeentation given is not 'in ,
.,

,..

canonical form, etc.) 'Ihis is what the understander-will have to do
,

.

;

r

fts
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.

.. if sand when he exp ores just how the expressign was factored and

_- 4-,_ . .

eyhethelr the jump fro (5),to (6.) )as valid.' But in.this,case, he was
. ,

fortunate to findaxi bx +c directly. The understander has only to 4,
. .. . .

.
note- -thit the 8 came from the right,hand'side to get a zero;

,

thereby:

splitting 8. into0+6. -

The overall processoat work here for handling the unddrstanderts

hypetheses is controlled by a group of strategies for taking

enarmation from the motion path that dictates possible mew

'hyptitheses,.and for connecting existing hypotheSes together in, ways

that are consistent with basic mathematical knoll/kedge and planning
- - .

:knowledge for,algebra. These are bottom-uo and Coo -_down activities,r-

respectively. From this hypothesis growing and merging process., we

can ,construct ,a model of how the problem was solved;_what motivation

lay behind selecting each step, and what the overall plan was behind

the problem's solution.
- _

Of course, the pUrpose of this planning knowledge, is usually -to

.held solve,a problem rather than enhaneeone's understanding of a

panticufir.solution kowvier,without recourse to -it;* understanding'

the solipon .path is nearly impossible. This top- down /bottom -.up

hypothesis formation process, is indeed a complex one--one that map

_seem,more difficult than solving the problem in the first llacs. That

this . is, so indicatea:howlittle experiedce we yeive in "reading" and

understanding ,novel mathematical sollitions (or proofs).

BoW Does This Relate to the Stone Soup PAblel

If a reader has trouble understanding the "point" of the Stone

Soug'able, it is apt to be because he fails to pei-ceiye the existence

pr structure of the ,planAding knowledge used by the global

problem-solving strategies being invoked b)4 the beggar. Less Likely,

but. still possible,, the troubled reader might never have learned the

,planning knowledge comprising ,the "social" plane and methods

-*underlying each .particular isolated action of thebsggar., Ip story
,

understanding, the individual schemas or planning knowledge, the plans

'.and- methods, are more apt to be recognized in a piecemeal fashion than

the global hypothesis-handling strategy that weaves these schemes, into
4,

a coherent model of what is really happening in the story.

at-
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Howev.erl. in'UnderAndilig (or4generating) the solution path for

solving an equation, the troubled student is apt to be completely

unaware of either tho-existence, content, . or use.; of the planning

knowliSega (in theform of, say, Bundy rule*L that lies between the

lrneilof the solution path and that provides the 'rationale for tying.
A -

the individual steps together into.a coherent plan. ,By being both

'unaware, of this ,higher -order knowledge and Of' the hypothesis

formation/reVision strategies that use it, the. student' is deprived of

the hasiC apparatus to 'make pepse out' of a Solution. or proof. (a
.-

necegsary. but not a sufficient condition)'. He is therefbre likdly to

believe that understanding math is a difficAlt and mysterious process,

even after be has mastered all-the basic kno'wledge -of, math, (1.e
When the transformations are applicable and how,thdy,are done). The

end result is that whatever mathematical knowledge he does manage to

absorb is An, the form of heavily encoded procedures that he rotely

memorizes end
4
mechanically applies in order to solve special' classes

of problems. As he is likely-to experience it, learning Mathematics
-

consists of categorizing or linking pz-hlem characteristics to rotely

memorized .procedures that "solve" Atem. Lacking the-insight to See,"
5-

how
._

each individual procedure naturally follows ',from. ipplyihg some*

simple higher-order knowledge..he hasittre basis for unde?standAng

the semantics of the procedur2, and therefore cannot reliably
.

generalize or apply the procedure to slightly different problems.

To summarize the paint ot this section, we have seen that the

cognitive process of understanding elementary Mathematics does conform

.to our regularities: '(1) There is a surface structure trace that

results from the sequence of applications of -mathematical

transformations and laws; (2) there is LAI deep structure trace that

recapitulates the understander's best guess as to what motivated the

steps that4re lade; (3) there is-a well-known literature of basic

)

knowledge, consisting of axioms, notationS,,transfOrmat ns, and the

like
t
that serves to 'define the composition of, the urface structure

.

trace by saying what may follow. directly from wha and to suggest all

° the possible ways that .the surface structure trace day be extended to

intermediate steps when a Jpmp has been made; and (4). there.:iseta

4: body of ,planning knowledge, consisting.in part of Bundy-style rules,

Concepts for types of equations glVen as patterns that Day be matpbed..-

-211-?!i
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.

These to _define the interrelations among trade _elements
,

tparticularly, those involving trace, elements that don't appear in the
4.,

surface structure trace, e.g., the- schema for completihgthe'square),r
..' . 6 .1 *- , , .

and.to sUegest rurthge bases fOr constructing, hypotheses that would'. .

. , .
conntat'up with those the underitander .has found so far.

. ..

.,- The,
.
fundamental 'coin of .math aldgrstalding is the body of

jitngtheses:atiout the Oep structure trace. Teachers don't ever talk

c

,
about them, but hey reflect the mental steps that every student takes

raj be reads the. lines of a proof add trigs to piece it .together. T4eb
I

atrategie,s_tiestudent uses,-(Whieh threads to pursue befare otbere, ',I-
.

which logically -bailed :predictions to make from the one's he accepts),

as well'as the different tools for handling hypotheses--how to confirm
.

_one, 124 to extend one, how to suggest one--are something teachable,

like a11 "study habits," And are surely something most people could
. . .

import wholesale from-their deep familiarity with social attribution

an planning. We think it, might even be the case that some clople.do
it

jus thatic once they grasp the planning knowledge underlying
. ._ .

mathematics'. -1 -

. We, think that people haven't thought of math this way before;

that if thvishad,,a teaching methodology _that cites the planning
.

knoWledge explicitly and gives practice in its application would hate

'evolved and ameliorated the mathematical illiteracy that .presently
. 4 _

offers such a stark contrast to people's_ faiilarity with the

analagodtly structured knowledge, for social .goals 'and attribution.
-. . .. ,,o/`

Although- most people find mathematics hard to understand (as compared
e.

with fables and other stories), its formal nature enables us to be
I , 8

.substantially more precise about the planning knowledge, hypotheses

formation strategies,-etc., underlying the,act of understanding than

in the Aomain of general text understanding.

J

.J.,

3'0
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I.. 1 .1. .
. .,

in the last twO sections we illustrated561cm of the imphrtant

a
i . , I.

..theoretical construct- and processes involved in Understanding some
k

_' \-..:.
event.., story,* or 4athematical solution, etq., while str-bssItig the ..

_"...-.-
-:.

surprisingly invariant nature of these concepts and processes over two "
.

.
_ __

-- 4-
cmains. It ;tight seem to be belaboring this_ point

by defying intey ta,third knowledge area -- understanding electronic

Circuits, Howe er, it was from witnessing '.student tichnicians
(.. 11, . .

strpggling _and,/ fadling to "understand" e novel circuit'fliat we; 'first
. ,-:= .

began to wonder what higher -order k4Owledge--knowledge besides basic
/ .

electronic laws, and concepts -- were actually needed to 'enable a

technician to. understand a new circuit well enough:to trouhleshoot

it on his own.-As we, began ,to explore this issue by explicitly

"representing 'th tacit knowledge that a skilled troubleshooten uses in
..

"comp n"comprehending" a new circuit Schematic and then analyzing the

protocoks of'both expert and student technicians using this knowledge,
,.

-,

we'dfscoVered the strong Similarity between this actiiity/and that .

\
of

s

radically diverse

story, comprehension. In fact; comprehending a circuit, schematic is

a slow'and conscious 'effort, With eye fixations ocmplementing) verbal
.

r -

proI tocoLs. 'Thus we h'ad an unparalleled expei.imental setting for

probing the 'understanding process. ' After discovering th#.strong

correspondence. between these two diverse domains of knowledge--story
tvo

understanding and circuit schematic understanding--we questioned: (1)
.

if other domains, equally diverse;-would support Lhis darrespondence

(and hence we began to examine the process of- understanding

mathematical solutions) and (2) if "comprehenston" skills were
, -

sufficiently domain-independent to enable us to find ways tOteach

them to technicians using the more intuitively understandable domains

of, 'say, stories, and then 'transferring them. to the domain of

electronic troubleshooting (admittedly a biiarre idea). .

Just` as with student technicians, most of us wTil find

and technical underpinnings of,_ electronics rather

Therifore, in, tile remainder of this -section we shall

the jargon

unnaturSlt

lapse into-

technicil detail; only when absolutely neaessary, ;and tfacus our

attention primarily the relationships between thil domain and stony
4

C

- uncWstanding.

-i6-'



face_-Sir ture jndi-been 'Stuoture Trace

story understandily tpe basic elements of the surface

structure were easy-to identify since an element of the surface
/

strud.turo* vas basically di line or -group of lines in the text.

Identifying ithe basic elements- in the circuit schematic .involvea

segmenting the two-dimensional diagram into its primitive functional

constituents_ (e.g., a transistor with its biasing network)._ Sometimes

this sizmantation is explicitly

411gramS:-inpsyimposed on top of the

A..-:Piroultsi deep structdre

-_-_:.htderstanding process, captures the

indicated with functional block

schematic.

trace, -which is the - result -of the

underlying_ teleology or causal

mechanisms of' the circuit. It should contain the information

tecesegry. -ato explain how the circuit worksnd, why it- works as it

Lei", with each component of the sche;la (or constituent of -the

surface structure) p2aying some role in the,purposeful design of the

circuit. Initially, .one would ex,pect the deep structure trace of a

fable, for- .example, .to have little in common with that of am

ele trOnic device. However, such is not the case. One of the key ___

cofnceptual processes used in dreading between the lines" of a story
-

consists of the skillful app lication of, social attribution theory--a

theory of social plans, motives, intentions - -for providing the grist

for filling in the plot of the story.

We have begun to appreciate that schematic understanding has its
>

-owe attribution theory.- The mental glue used for cementing the

constituents of a circuit schematic are the designer's Plans.
./"

. Constructing an understanding of_a circuit schematic requires-one to

. realize n sequence of plans and sub plans where fulfilling each piece

of a higher-order pearl generates a sub-plan. ThereCore; understanding
. ,

.

a novel schematic involves recapitulating,, to a limited degree, the

problem - solving activity that, hypothetically went into designing it.

Each functibn block,or component becomes associated with -a piece,of a

plan 'which, in.turn, is apidae of a biiber-order plan, continuing, up
. r

tpe planning tree u a top-level. ,plan is reached. This, plan

ipcouSts for all of tile"c mponents in the 'circuit - -much like the moral
,.

expates tie Yable. Un erstanding scbematici, therefore, requires

..iaccess to both the plan' ng knc4ledge. and the problem-solving
, .

'strategies that expand and refine these Plans, just as unTerstanding
,

stories requires access to;fiir example, what is invblved in a CON:'
-27 -
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In the lait several years there has been a flurry of activity in

ddscoverx, the representation and use of Plalp in circuit design,

circuit understanding, and teaching (A. Brown (76), Sussman (7.3),

beStebt (77), Rich and Shrobe (76), Goldstein (74,76), J.S. Brbwn

(76)).- A det.Oled discussion Of this knowledge is beyond, thiLpaper,

but to-give the ruder some idea of its scOpe, we will illustrate some

of the planning knowledge underlying .

one class of circuits

regulated power supplies. For our purpose here, this planning

knowledge is meant,. circuit'to facilitate understanding' circui, as
. -

oppoiedvto designing them from scratch; and therefore there is' little

need for extensive mathematical detail. What is more 'important here

are those aspects Of the planning knowledge that provide guidance in

uncovering which particular plan underlies a'given circuit (such as

the knowledge about a CON that helps'us reCognize. a variant of h CON

as apposed to performing a CON),, /

An active regulated power supply is most' likely to be

constructed from one of three Top-Level Plans Ives:.

1. Series-Regulated-Plan
2. Shunt Regulated Plan
3. Switching Regulated Plan

Each one specifies a connected set of circuit plan "elements ";

recursively each element can be cstructed - from one of a set of

sub-plan fypet.

In Figure 3a we present a diagram of the -set of connected

eletentsin ,.the Series-Regulated Plan. The topilevel plan is, by

cfefinition, abstract. It specifies the top-level functional elements,.

their, interrelationships, and the Various *constraints ,that each

.element must meet relative to the'design goals 'okfthe top-level plan-

, Since there are maziy ways to realize each of these elements, the plan

at this level, of abstraction covers a large variety of

merles-regulated power supplies.. An actual circuit appears only when

:each of the top -level functional elements is expanded according to a

repertoire of lower level plans for realizing that element (see Figure

3b).

-Plana at any level of abstraction are multi-faceted

specifications embodying several other kinds of knowledge. These can
,

-28= 33
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REGULATING ELEMENTS

OUT

(SIMPLE)

" OUT :41\

/DARLINGTON)

CONTROL stEitaik

TO CONTROL ;OF
REGULATING

* ELEMENT .

OVA
5
CURRENT
SOURCE

CONTROL

4

COMPARISON ELEMENTS

4 oui ofr- ITA/4;z

t

fre a=
(SINGLE

TRANSISTOR): (DIFFERENT/AL \(031 :tato
NO)

TYPE I -'TYPE II TYPE III

SAMPLING ELEMENTS

TYPE 1

7

. TYPE

NON FEEDBACK CONSTANT. VOLTAGE SOURCE
(VOLTAGE REFERENCE ELEMENTS

TYPE I TYPE II

CURRENT SOURCES *

TYPE I

,f
-

*Mese, in ttertware instantiates 'by still lowit.level plans.

1

Figure 3b. Lower Level Subplans-

OUT

TYPE III

TYPE It

Various possible expansions for each of the functional elements of the top level plan.
Only the circuit form is shown hire; the annotations are omitted for simplicity.

.y
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Stereotype Form:

Input/Output:
.

Viewpoints:

IS

,Rec6gnition-Featurep
'(for parsing a schematic):

Commentary:

Typical Faults and their
Manifestations:

Knowledge'and metaphors
for Underling the.
Teleology of the Plan:

Boundary Conditions:

'TeleOlogy:

CONTROL
.c

I.

The eurrdnt through the in-out line changesas.a."
function of the control

4

1. May.be seertas electronically controlled variable
resistance forming, together with the load, a :

voltage diVider across the power,source.
2: By including the load resistance, may be seen
an emitter follower as shorn below:

few>

Transistor is in series with the load in a closed .

path across the power source. There are no other
signiant_impedances in this path.

Transistor must beoperating in its active region..

Example: -Control terminal open would Cause the
.cfirrent *referenced in "the IlOrbehavi(ir" plot

to be independent of the Control. (Note that the

global symptoms of tie fault are then determined.
by "lifting" the altered I/Obehavior up through the
teleology of the higher-order plans.) .

The regulating element has an input driven by the
power source and an output delivering current to

the load. The control input mediates power flow
similar to hoir a'valve mediates flow in a pipe.

Surrounding circuits must provide sufficient current
tocontrol input and maintain emitter babe junction
forward-biased and collector base junction reverse-
biased/There is a lower bound on output current below
which the element ceases to operate.

[Basically none since this plan has only one component' ----

-. unless NAdiscussthe junctions in the'transistor.]
Ordinarily, teleology would describe how the elements of
the plan function together so as to achteve the "I/O

behavior". For example, in the plan scheme of the
Series7Regulated Plan the teleology Would specify, how
the elements function together as a feedback control
system to achieve the goals of the "I /O" slot whereas
the,"Knowiedge to Understand..." slot contains the .

w. conceptual knowledge about feedback.

-A*

/'

Fig. 4. A simplified'ocamPle .of the kinds of knowled;e in the Regulating

(sub) Plan Schema of the Regulating Element contained in the Series-

RegnIated Plan.



-'14 brought together,,, to form a plan, schema171The kinds of knowledge in
/ ...;.--i. ._. -.

.

'eplgl schema are illustrated in a sub-plan schema for the !regulating

element" .Of the: Series-Regulated plan 'shown. in Figure 4, If o-thet,

alternative realizations of this element existed, then each woild .

alsC hive 'a corresponding plan schema. .0f course, these 'plans may
4

consist ofcfunctional descriptions that requi40 a still lower level
.

expansion before an actul/series.regulated power supply becomei fully

specified.'
. . .

According to our. theory, .understanding a circuit .scheiatic-

involves using this planning knowledge to propbse a sequence of design----_ 1

..(prOblem solving).steps that will eventually culminate in the given
./-

schematic., This plannihg knowledge, which is so tightly structured.

that it could even be viewed as,a planning grammar(2) (much like a

story gramma7), captures the set of abstract plans , and methods that

could be ed to construct (up to some level of detail) anyone of a

37potentiall infinite number of circuits pertaining to some generic-

class of electronic devices. The c-hallenge of understanding a

particular circuit schematic involves discovering a sequence of plans
(.0

(and sub plans, *id i nfinitu m) that will eventually account for- the

way thit each surface structure fragment becomes an integral part of

the overall plan. .

Without knowing this planning grammar for'the generic device

being examined, the, -process of !understanding a schematic is as
sr 1.

difficult as understanding a fable from a foreign culture. By knowing

this planning grammar,. the understanding nnocess becomes one of

examining the schematic in a bottomrup way, isolating fragments of the

schematic and guessing what part of a lower level plan it might match. ,

This bottom-up process constantly interacts with the top -down process

for. conjecturing the nature of the high level plan. The process is

complete and the circuit understobd when the two "meet," accounting
,

ap'for all the components An they schematic.

gypothepipFormation and Revision

Strategies for facilitating this comprehensi process not only
4t.

conc.ern how to apply:the ffigher-order knowledge in he form of plans

t(2) A concept originally used by Goldstein (1976) to formalize basic
problem-solving methods as augmented transition networks;
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but_ also how-t0 coordinate and allocate processing resources between

top-down hypothesizing'about a possible global plan and bottom-up

procesiing of the data contained in,the schematic. Understanding how,

to coordinate theSe two approaches is critical, since it is often

difficult to knoW haw to interpret a fragment of.the schematic without_

the advantage of using a conjecture about how to view it -which finally

stems from some, tap-IevelL plan. The person trying to understabd a-_

. circuit Must often be willing to make educated guesses_about hog some
f

fragment of the circuit might be-functioning itr terms-of some high

order plan, and tken attempt to either verify' or reject tta guess.

An flUnderstandine Soenerio

Rather than provide:. a theoretical description of the hy6othe6ik

formation and revision process, we have included below an annotated

protocol of a subject, having access to the planning. kiitowleage,

describing his process of understanding a particular voltage regulated'

power supply. The protocol .has been described in a way that

(hopefully) the casual reader can skim, gltaning the flavor of the

process 'to sufficient depth so as to be able to perdeive its

rel,..a.t>ionship to the understanding process for fables, etc.

Bvept 1. An initial scan is made of the schematic (see Figure 5)
, .

, . .

, and immediately the pair of transistors (13,0 reaps out as an instance .

___of the Daiilington plan. (The Darlington transistor pair is such a

common device that it's not unreasonable for an electronics technician

to be able to pick 4t out nearly instantly.) This leads to the

conjecture that this pair of transistors is an instance of a

-Darlington -schema :which functions as the Regulating Element in the

Series-Regulated plan for Feedback/Regulated power supplies.

This conjecture follows from two facts; the first is that we

the second is th the only top-level plan of the three
know this some kind of regulated power supply and

(i.e. SRP SP WP) .which WurAllv useft a Darlington-
sub-pLan as an element is the Series-Regulated Plan (SEP).
Additional support Pot. this conjecture comes from the fact
that the Darlington pair lies along a 'path in `series with
the' load -- a clue sought for in the recognit-ion knowledge
loart of the plan schema; as well as satisfying the
topological constraints imposed by the Series-Regulated
plan.-'

event 2. Continuing to scan the schematic, zener -CR4 is detected

in'series with. the resistor 1110. This grouping satisfies one of the

3(7
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. .

intermediate_ leVel plans for'-a nbn-feedback Constant SoUrce
--..-- ---

, ..

ancr-is therefore Conjectured to be the Voltage Reference,Element under

hypothesizect Series-Regulated plan.
4

,Note how the initial hypothesis about the top-lever'plan is
beginning ,to affect how a low le/el element is interpreted.,-

yen 1. Next, their of transistors Q8;Q9 are superficially--
,

-examined and guessed.t6 be, the kernel pf the7plan'for a differential

plifier.

'. This, low level conjecture seems reasonable since the,
Series-Regulated plan calls for a Comparing,E14ment which
can be realized by a Differential Amplifier plan.:,

&
event-4.

.
Believing this, the bank of resistors R16,R17,R18 Is.

_
guessed to be an instance af A Voltage Divider plan which serves as

.2 l ..

the Sampling-Element
.

rin.the Series-Regulated plan. '4,. ..,,

., .4- -
:,

,

. This again- seems reasonable 'except for the fineVoltage
control which is not expected, as a component in the
Sampling-Element. But this obiectIon to' a piece' of--
contradictory evidence is temporarily Ignored, perhaps

. because there is a coarse voltage adjusting element which is
not connedted to the fine control in an obvious way (i.e.,

- .no known plan-schemas,account for this.

event 5.- At,this point all actlye collionents (e.g., teVhsistors,
, . 47.

.

diodes) =have been accounted for in the schematic except for zener CR5.
.

.

and transistors Q6,Q7. Hence, there could be something amiss.' There
. . L i

is only one element ot... the" 0Series-Regulator splan that is still
. ,

unfulfilled, namely the Control il4ment,, and since transistors Q6 ,anc.
. ., . .

.
. , .

.QT don't appear to be topologically close, its seems doubtful that they

aan be 'made to instantiate
_

any ot 'the potential dontrol
/
Element

,

plans. \.. ;
t

ROO the.use of beu(stic knowledge 'about topology
toa(

---

more evidence that something might be wrong with the current
.deustructure.trace-hypothesis.

.

,..'

.

Event 6. This causes a re-examination of whet 11.2i been accountedwhet,

o- , 4,

... for thus tar by_the-current ,hypothesis (which is_ a prelude.,to a
:- ,

._. hypothettAs- revision stels). . It seems that interpreting CR41W1-0.'es the...., .

._

Voltige-Rkference Element cannot possibly be correct since it doesn't
.

feed into :the Comparing Element as diFtated 'by tile top -level

86ries-Regulated .plan. Further eiemination.ireveals an =even Jre

' :fmportant olash: dnder, the above inteirpretatidn, one side 'of the
.

.

.
011)prentiAl Amplifier plan has no input and the other side has two

contadidting inPUts:-..., .,

.

41;.
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%1 Enough evidence hat certainly been accrued to call for a .
-

revision of the durrent hypothesis but. Should the whole
hYpotheltis be abandoned and if,not-,-whatiparts of it can be

' saved and the remainder-intelligently revlsed? i

4 ., '4 -.
T *.

, . i

vent .7., Feeling confident that the conjeet6re/ib<iut*the role of'
.

(he feeli,he can save this part), Q9 is correct, a decision is

'made .to ,,reconsider the two inputs of the Pomparing Element. (Note
)

that be determines were the two,' inputs should be -from the
-- - ,

Differential Amplifier - _plain.) There is little doubt-that the, ow

level conjecture about instantiating the Sampling Element wi h

:R16,R17,R18' is- correct since ,this spring of resistoFs'issuch a usual .

-realization of that element. . -- 2

s 4 .
- .

-

Event 8. A match it Attempted of the' unrecognized: active

devices -tV topologically connected . to Q8. In fact,
.

-matches a low-level plan for constant voltage sources which°,only

leaves Q6fCR4 unexplained. 4
4,

This process,combi both a beittob-up (U-driven grouping
--with a lod'al topdo hypothesis expectation' -. _ -

Event 9.. Hopefully, 'these remaining deviceg will satisfy-one of

'the Control Element plans. Since the hveotbesized outpbt of the

Differential Amplifier is. directly connected to the input of the

Regulating Element, that 'rules Out viewing the Control. Element as d
14atcher (one of the possitilp plans f-or the Contrbl Element).- Henbe

:this leads to viewing it as a'Cqnstant Current Bourne (i.e. the other

known plan -tor_ the Control Element).,
- /

If this 'doesn't 'work then another major revision is called' .

for._ But now after he'..concerarated all hii !processing
resources on this goal, it becqmes clear 'how to match these
re ainin& components to bne of several possible plans for a

stant Current Source.

vent 10. Now all the active components have -been grouped

together and consistently interpreted as elements in subplans within

the ontext of the overall.Stries--Regulator plan.
...-,'

,.

-----------.4
The resulting deep strocture tiace/hypothesql can now tie'

.
yielding a teleologica' model (structured by the top-level.
together all the knowledfe associated with each Flan schema

pldn)'of how-the circuit works and how to troubleshoot it.-
For example now that devices (CR5,Q7) have been successfully
accounted" for as instantiating one of the Constant Current
-Source plans, the role or purpose of CR5 can be determined
from additional knowledge ,in n he given plan.,

/
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This scenario .eaptures.the essence ofhoWone person made sense

schematicof_ a:-,n0i;e1 . It does not 'describe very much' of the
_ sj-i -, , .

-=probLem7solving eftort that went into fulfilling efich plan in terns of
__-.. . t. , -1..

--satisfying- an:--a.onstraints required by the laws of eleetronies.,
... I.

-.Bather 'it foeussed on satisfying topological constraints 'dictated. by .-
_, , . - ---

'tlie:plans themselves. In pirt, this ilea to show how this higher-order
A

'planning knowledge can, in. fact, be useful to technician's_cwho sionit ,

.._ _

have. the electronic' theory needed by' circuit designers)

parts it was to show that the problem solving required to handle-these,

issues goes beyond our meplsends _analysii scheme and involves a

c*lection of more sophisticated problem solving strategies?:

In concluding -this sectidn, it might-be of interest to note that

the above - mentioned understanding process involving a hypothetical

recapitulation of a sequence. of design/plan steps has been used as the

primary explanatory methodology for teaehink student technicians why a

Riven piece of equipment works, i.e., what its underlying_teleological

model is (Brown et al., 1976). In this scenario, we first pi.esent

,simplified modelidesign-...of thecircuit,:eiMine why this simplified

Orcuit tails to perform-- satisfactorily, and then exa.ming bow tha.

failure might be patched or modified and. so on uicAl this

sequence of design iatches finally yields the given circuit.(3) In

this way, the student understands what each component's is,

either in terms of its role in the simplified circuit model,'814 as e

patch around some understood shortcoming of that model.

A_pedagogical idea inspired by Sussms.4.8 research in electronics
A. Brown & Sussman, 1974). =

f113
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laSt three sections we have examined what kinds or.-
.

knOwledie ia.strategies are used in the understanding prdcess

___three:dVersa domains. Although each domain has its ;A idiosyncratic

and.domain_speeific knowledge, there Is e fain amount of initriance

over thedomains. .11a tills' section ' we shAtariie the underlying

-Oncepts-iS-this theory of nundeilhanding.," /

The .surface.stryctpri trace is an information structure that

speT s out what actually 'happens in the story, solution path, etc. It

isa equence of theAkeported or described_elements of the behavior to-

-be understood. Since one can never describe everything about a

behaii , there will always ,be 'gaps in the' inforhation thee' the

=

surface- structure trace provides; one of ,the measures of how

thoroughly the behavior has been understood will be. 'the ability' -=to

*fin in these gaps. # .

t

-The_ deep' strue)ure trace is an information structure that, spells

out-the decision's that sere made and that resulted itt the particular

-behavior. It is composed recunively out of: .

a
. Goals-raeskred situations, usually described in the same terms as

the te:haviOr. A goal always occurs in a deep structuretract in ,

.1.

contrast; with -another actual situation. This contrast is

.fectOrt., into i7fferences that 'the decision maker hopes to

Hence,
..'

reduce:, Hence, thd deep.structure trace also contains:.. '
_

1..

Mtacts7-ceducible _difference categories. The- !reason a

differgOe'z. is Mistreated as a category and-given a.dl'eltact name,K eit 'that', he understa.nder knows some: . e _

ilfriathp#1--hou'vaqous things may be achieved; the :means to-an.end.
,

. "Methods are attached to one, or more .Deltacts, [!"To gi- 'lest
.

hungry [deltact] try eat ni _[method]'."} Methods are where the

,,, recurSiop com in. A method may consist of \reducing certain

differences .or adopting

'By

bthei, goals, as well as sore

fRlly Oecified behavior. By having methods-that use goals and.

del`ba tom, a amide range of poasible behaviors may be regarded as

puriui particular method..

The deep structure' etrace , is an exOtanation of the surface

' stry. ture. trace; ones, .of. the measures of how thorough it has been
. .

.

I -
,:-'
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undarstaad will be the plausibility and completeness of thief

expliiiation. It is an information .structure', and the 4orocesses th#t
.

-
. .

.0fa5tucelt may be quite different in form from the problem solving,
. ir

-1)roeess it 4tracei. We believe that understanding proceeds by
,

Ja_:

- .

ssemblin ,hypotheses about the two traces of behavior andcif probrem

staving. ' ..

A.
Me u e the term weans-end& analysis targe structure for a

J
familiar pattern of delp'''structure'trace elements sed in building _up_ .

1 g , _ -

hypotheses. "Heani-ends analysig" describes the purposive aspect oi-

the deep, structure trace. The target structure guides tire-

, construction of the deep structure trace, filling in for celtai--n'-
,, ".

,parts. of the pattern with knownlehavior ficin ;the 'surface structure
t .

, trace or with, other (presumably confirmed) hypothese s. (The Tart that/76
...-

. isiqilled in is called a "slot.") Thus, the means-ends iirlysis-..

7
target structure yields a basicjhyootfiesilopiout ,the deep' structure

. trace that may be revised in light of other details. ' .1`

' When revising a hypothesized deep structure trace, there are
#

constraints on what may be changed, and on what must be changed, in

addition to deciding which kind of-change should be made. We Will use

the term planning knoOlestget for the rules that specify ,how deep'.

structure trace elements may be combined. The planning knowledge

defines the target structure -for: (1) understanding the behavior as

a unifipd whole;. (2) the plausibility of\he deep structure trace; and
.

(3)"the habits as to which c mbinations to try and which basic

'..'hypotheses to suggest.

The
o
understander must have a feel' for the problem solving.

processes that will explain or generate to behavior; that is he -gust

know those processes involved in finding possible 'solutT in order

to solve the problem by himserf. In effect the understander is being

asked to' "catch' up" with the plans and motives 'Underlying some

:._behavior that has already happened. Thus he must have.a mastery of

the bvpothesis fpiaatiom processes that re available. Th se are his

'tools- for getting from behavior to explanation. ,They en ble him to

know the range of other possible behavirors 'and plans; ,to fill in

.

choices in the deep structure trace thdt appear to have been glossed
. .

-
- -

over; to underst#nd and profit from conventiots or restrictions- in
-,..7.- .

the planful behavior for a given domain;' to select major deep
...,,

,- r
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structure elements to dominate the .hypothesis; and-Ao_ incorporate

deta4ls into a hypothesis (either by 'substitution. or by composition),

':ete,

Since these hypothesises formation tools- -me incomplete ',and-
- 8

Imperfect (to say nothing_of the. information, they may be given to wotk
:I

is equally-Important that the undeistande have a mastery- bf

__the_hypothesis selection prodess, since th4re .will always; `be

inconsistent, alternative hypatheie.s. to ---choose from. Some of tee
.

devices and driteria for _making such i-cholee are: -(1) the-int-egrity,

wholeness, or apppriateness of a plan; (2) its fotmal plausibility;

(3) itsqonsistency with the situations contrasted in the various goal

elements; (4) the ease with, which the planning knowledge {grammar)

s can splice it into larger, accepted structures; (5) the presence of .

confirming behavior for a plan; (6) predictions and consequences for
.

furthet behavior; and (7) whether or not two hypothesis elements can

he.ifitereMinged or combilled.

An incorrect hypothesis can be salvaged: It may have been armost--

right, or the detailed understaiiding of most of its evidence may, 40
been correct, -For' this reason, we have introduced the notion bf

A

revising the hypothesis to, conform to fhe evidence. Revising A

hypothesis consists of 'focussing criticism and responding with

Proposed improvements.
f

The hypothesis formation and elaboration process is dominated in

a "top-down" way by a target strUiltUre or model:such as is given by

means-ends analysis, the planning knifwledge, the hypothesis

manipulation' procedures, and the basic deductive strategies taken

togeAar. The hypothepis 'proposal, confirmation, and 'revision

processes are necestearily. driven onward

available--the elements of the two kinds of

way, for the fundamental direction of

--_,,bghavior narrative to complete explanation.

one pushing, strike a -balance in the understanding of purposive

behaVior that_we call top-dOwn/bottom-up procesping.

Herein'lies the beauty ofthe model notion and pits potential

by the actual evidence

trace - -in a

information

These two,

'bottom-up'

flow is from

one pulling,

. relevance to learning strategies: Without.gueising_in advance what

the eventual explanation is going to be, the underttander can use

each- pew piece of evidence to drive his deduction forward while using

o- 46
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. the largely_intepsional target structure provided by the model to

fonds his_ efforts toward the most viable explanation. Given the right
4

distribution ;f4 knowledge between the representational"framework and

_the.principil target'structure representationv.7.the. basic strategies_

can-be expressed in a domain-independent way:_

4.

-41-
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_Thus far we ave'ellatiiined the understanding prpoelp over three
-

y -

diverse domains, ci scribing the processes, ttrateg es and conceptual
Af .

structures for e ch, and the invnriances o4er th se domains. Within

____-_each domain we eve focussed on the .Q0 expo deuce between._the
_ . /_..

. ,--

knowledge neede for problem solving,. and, the owledge need for
..

,

understanding., !Without explicit awareness of the largely tacit

*trategic. knowledge inherent in
. -

at person to 'make sense of many deq

by a story, a set of instructions, a

planning and

difficult for

- as `described

-complex system, etc. _bur premise was that before

formulate:', new learning- strategies for enhancing a

to acquire an understanding of some new piece ofikn

to just rely memorizing it), these processes' and

each domain, itjs

ences of behavior

problem solution, a

e could heginito

tudent's abilities

wledge Caa opposed

tacit knowledge

had to be made more explicit. Having partially eee mplighed this., the
-,.

question naturally arises as to what' im06f this ,has on the
....

formulation and teaching of learning strategies. We,suggest that-- the
.

ave theory be used ' to. make as explicit as possible how-

*understandings- is an active process requiring the .unders4nder to
,

.i.,P3-t hesize, verify, and refine a deep structure trgee or hypothesis

about the underlying motives, plans, an intentions that fit each

-\ separate piece of the *puzzles into a coherent 'structure. Teaihing
,

this process can probably best be accomplished by focussing on the
.

domain of knowledge the 'student-is:td specialize in. The teacher
_.,

should articulate for that domain the higher-order planning knowledge

and the strategic knowledge for formulating and revising hypotheses

about what something means. By carefully choosing a set of situations

for the student to (understand, each strategic rule can be

instantiated, providing him with practice in the coordination of the

top=down, bottom-up hypothesis formation and recision process. Some

situations might be devised to'be inheientlymgarc# paths where the

- ,student's, most likely first gues's of the under4/ing meaning is dot to

be strogg,, requiring his to ,focus' on how be ditedts that his guess is

wrong andihow.be then intelligently goes, about' revising it;

Since thiltypothesii romation/revision process is .so complex,
.

it sight be useful to construct a hypothetical - understinder in'a film
, .

.
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an leaticq? who shows thg..-process in an expert's head (in slow motion)2
_ .

as the goes about understanding some novel situation. At the very

least, this will suggest bo the student th'at understanding is not a_

samtienfrocess but rather a comilex and very active one._ '

After a student has begun to master strategies for constructing ,____

_ --and revising deep structure traces over the given knowledge domain,

---.7" I.Aatt'eation could be drawn to this same process as it applies to

story comprehension. In this way, be could'begin to witness the
.

generality of what he has been taught, especially 'since. the planning

knowledge needed in story comprehension is usually wellAunderstood
,

(albeit'4acitly), as are the rudimentary strategies processes of

weaving together the lines of a story into a coher nt explanatory
;-?

structure. ,

There is one new 'kind of instructional_ echnology -we .are

developing that might provide a unique capability for exposing

students to the underlying probltm-s ng strategies and knowledge

for a domain_ in a way_ that is apt to be entiqing and.meaningful.

Recently we have been designing an *Articulate Expert"- instructional

computer system that .explicitly contains all of the planning

knowledge, basic knowledge, means-ends problem-solving strategies, as

well. lie a limited class of hypothesis revision (debugging) strategies

necessary for solving on its own a wide ,class of student-generated

problems. The expert's articulateness is especially significant: not

only can it solve a problem, but it .Dan also explain (at various

levels of detail) wja it performed each step. It can explain its

'oyerall plan of attack, hoW it forbulated that plan, and why it did

not do it some other way.

In other words, the student can pose a problem to-this system and

witness all the inner thinking, mistakes add false attempts that an

expert makes, thereby exposing the student to strategies and knowledge

so4rces that are hidden by looking on ]/y at' the final solution to a

problem. We%believe that by letting the Student pose his own problems

to the Articulate Expert and Having him litnees the unfolding of the

plans of a -problem solver, he is qn hits ,way to appreciating what he

-must fill in When he tries to make sehee of a problepi-ablution.

49
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